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announce. For those of you that attended the
June Dinner, you know that I have established
a LLAGNY Twitter Account and we also have
a LLAGNY Linkedin page. Our Public Relations Committee has been charged with promoting LLAGNY in new and different ways,
and one of those ways will be to create press releases announcing noteworthy LLAGNY news.
The third is planning. You will see me setting dates for key events well in advance. For
example the date and location of the June Dinner has already been set! (Wednesday, June 1,
2011 ). Every time we finalize a date, we plan
to include it on the Calendar of Events listed
on LLAGNY’s website. Successful planning
is the key to getting things
done, and things always take
longer than you think.
As we begin the Fall, there
is some good news on the horizon. Despite the uncertainty
in the economy, we are seeing
more positions returning to the
listservs and websites that post
library jobs. I hope that trend
will continue. We are also seeing more vendors approaching
LLAGNY to sponsor events. They know that
LLAGNY has the target audience to showcase
their products, and have seen that a successful
partnership with us is a win-win.
Although it seems with the Fall things are
just beginning, our new and returning Committee Chairs have been hard at work behind
the scenes all summer long. In closing I would
like to welcome our new Chairs and CoChairs: Megan Scanlon and Tracy Paler, Corporate Sponsorship; Jacob Sayward and Jennifer Wertkin, Law Lines; Rosalinda Rupel,
Membership; Yasmin Alexander, Outreach
Committee; and Patricia Kasting, Public Relations. I encourage you to join our new and returning Chairs and get involved in LLAGNY

activities. They can be contacted via our
website. Volunteering is a wonderful way to
develop and energize your career. g
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ince our childhood days, the Fall has always been a time of new beginnings. New
friends, new classes, new activities. If you
are a librarian in a law school or law firm, this
sense of starting anew in September has carried
over into your work culture. I, too, feel a rising
sense of anticipation which is heightened this year
with my new duties as LLAGNY President. Although this newsletter is the Summer 2010 issue,
it will be read well into September and in what I
like to call LLAGNY ‘season.’ Our Fall Soiree,
the new members reception, will be on October
19th. Details will be announced via email. Our
first educational program will be on September
29th and boasts of an exciting new partnership
with Practising Law Institute.
What are my goals for the
coming year? I have three basic goals for my term. The first
is to devote as much energy as
possible to Education Programs.
Many of you may not be aware
that LLAGNY gets its not-forprofit status based on our educational mission. We are trying to
use a longer time line to plan for
programs. Some of our initiatives will not take place until 2011and beyond,
but we are structuring it so that we always have
programs in the works. We will also explore
the idea of proposing programs to AALL as a
chapter. We are entering into an exciting new
relationship with the Practising Law Institute to
bring educational webinars to LLAGNY members. Vice President Caren Biberman is beginning plans for educational programming that
will partner with other library organizations. As
always your feedback is important, and you don’t
have to be involved in order to contribute your
ideas. Just funnel them to the Committee or me.
On the other hand, the door to getting involved is
always open. If you have a limited time, consider
volunteering for one Educational program.
The second is goal is communication. You
will see me posting a lot more on the llagny
listserv and send more messages via llagny-

—Patricia Barbone
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New Format, New Editors

—Margaret (Meg) Butler
Associate Director for Public Services
Georgia State University College of Law Library

I

am very excited about the current issue.
The team of Law Lines continues to grow,
with new editors joining the ranks. I am
sorry that, due to my new job in Georgia, I
will not be able to participate more regularly
with Law Lines, but I am confident that the
new editorial staff will continue to reach out
to the community of law librarians in the
greater New York area and include their contributions in our publication.
First, I would like to thank and welcome
Jacob Sayward, Serials Librarian at Fordham University Law Library, and Jennifer
Wertkin, Reference Librarian at Columbia
Law School’s Diamond Law Library, as
the co-editors of Law Lines. Though the
theme for this issue was decided before they
graciously agreed to take on the mantle of
editor, they have done a great job--meeting
with writers, offering encouragement, and
planning for the next issue!
I would also like to recognize our new art
director: Bacilio Mendez. A recent graduate of Pratt, Bacilio is now a first-year law
student at New York Law School. He has
brought his tremendous design skills to
LLAGNY.
Though I will not be participating actively as a regular writer, I plan to seek out the
issues as they are announced! g
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between the ages of
18 and 50 had at least
one tattoo3.
Even though tattoos are now more
mainstream, they frequently play a part
in the outcome of
criminal cases. For
instance, the presence
of tattoos has been
held to constitute
probable cause for arrest. Thus, in People
v. Parker, 50 A.D.3d
603 (1st Dept. 2008),
officers observed that
an individual they
had detained had a
tattoo that appeared
to match that of a
wanted robbery suspect. And, in People
v. Spruill, 299 A.D.2d
374 (2nd Dept. 2002),
evidence of the alteration of a tattoo was
used to show consciousness of guilt.
Most commonly,
tattoos are relevant
in cases that turn on
identification of the
defendant.
Thus,
courts have found
that it was proper for
the People to introduce records containing a description of
a defendant’s tattoos
(People v. Marrero,
23 A.D.2d 546 [1st
Dept 1965]), and have
allowed a witness to
testify that the defendant had a scar on his
cheek and a tattoo
on his arm. People v.
James 90 A.D.2d 920
(3rd Dept. 1982).
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W

hen
the
Law Lines
committee decided to devote
an issue to tattoos,
one of my colleagues
remarked that in his
day, “tattoos were associated with criminals.” He is right.
The Greeks and Romans tattooed slaves
and criminals to prevent their escape1.
Similarly,
prisoners transported from
Britain to Australia
were often tattooed
as a way of shaming them. In 1720,
the Japanese stopped
amputating the ears
and nosed of criminal defendants and
began tattooing them
instead.. Even today,
the average Japanese
associates
tattoos
with the Japanese
mafia2 These days
tattoos are associated
with the Russian mob
as well. Tattoos are
no longer relegated to
the fringes of society,
however.
Doctors,
lawyers and, yes, librarians have them
too. In 1936, Life
Magazine estimated that 6 percent of
Americans had one or
more tattoos. In 2000,
National Geographic
increased that estimate to 15 percent.
By 2006, the Academy of Dermatology
found that nearly 24
percent of Americans

Defendants have
argued that a witness’s
failure to include tattoos in a description
of the perpetrator can
be used to disprove
identification.
See
e.g., People v. Jiminez, 36 A.D.3d 962
(3rd Dept. 2007) (defendant maintained
that because the witnesses to the robbery
failed to observe tattoos on his hand and
neck, he could not
have been their assailant). In People
v. Diaz, 53 A.D.2d
587 (1st Dept. 1976),
the defendant won a
new trial where the
officer’s description
of the perpetrator included a tattoo on his

right arm, but failed
to mention tattoos on
the chest and left arm
– that were evident
on the defendant. In
People v. Jiminez, 22
A.D.3d 423 (1st Dept.
2005), lineup photos
showed that the defendant and the fillers
all wore a band-aid
under their left eye,
providing additional
proof that the identification was not based
upon the defendant’s
distinctive under-eye
tattoo.
Frequently, a defendant will seek to
exhibit his tattoos to
the jury, as in People
v. Brown, 44 A.D.3d
965 (2nd Dept. 2007)
where the defendant

In that case, one of the
complainants and the arresting officer testified
that the perpetrator had
numerous tattoos on his
arms and torso. A photograph of the defendant,
taken after his arrest, was
offered to show the defendant’s appearance at
the time of the robbery.
Tattoo evidence is also
used in court to prove
motive and intent. Thus,
in People v. Lyons, 106
A.D.2d 471, 472 (2nd
Dept. 1984), the prosecution argued that the defendant sold drugs to pay
for a tattoo. In People v.
Washington, 9 A.D.3d
499, 501 (3rd Dept.
2004), a tattoo was probative of the defendant’s
membership in a gang,

www.tattoo-gallery
.org/history-oftattoos.html
2
www.artelino.com/
articles/japanese_
tattoo_art.asp
3
Tattoo INC., Arizona
Republic *7/14/10
4
2004 WL 3464588
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sought to do so for the
purpose of disproving
identification.
There,
court denied the application since the defendant
had offered no proof that
he had such tattoos on the
date of the crime. Similar circumstances led
to the identical result in
People v. Rodriguez, 64
N.Y.2d 738, 741 (1984)
and People v. Miles, 8
A.D.3d 758, 760-761
(3rd Dept. 2004).
Photographs of a defendant’s tattoos can be
admitted as part of the
People’s case to show
the defendant’s physical
appearance at the time
of the incident or at the
time of arrest. See People v. Baez, 131 A.D.2d
687 (2nd Dept. 1987).

(4th Dept. 1994), aff’d,
86 N.Y.2d 638 (1995),
the defendant contended
that compelling him to
display his tattoos to the
jury was error. The Appellate Division found
no abuse of discretion
in the trial court’s determination that the probative nature of that display
outweighed its prejudicial effect. In People v.
Morgan, 24 A.D.3d 950
(3rd Dept. 2005), the
court decided that the
prejudicial effect of introducing the defendant’s
tattoo which depicted the
grim reaper armed with
a smoking gun which is
captioned, “Whatever
it takes” outweighed its
probative value. In similar circumstances, however, another court held
that the admission of a
gang-related tattoo was
not unduly prejudicial.
People v. Washington,
9 A.D.3d 499, 501 (3rd
Dept. 2004).
The above is just a
brief survey of instances
in which tattoo evidence
played a part in the resolution of criminal cases.
As tattoos become more
popular and widespread,
doubtless there will be
many more such cases. g
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his relationship with the
murder victim who was
also a gang member, and
his level of commitment
to the gang. In People
v. Slavin, 1 N.Y.3d
392, 394-95 (2004),
the Court allowed photographs of the defendant’s white supremacist tattoos as evidence
of a hate crime in the
beating of two Mexican
day laborers. And, in
People v. Wagner, 27
A.D.3d 671 (2nd Dept.
2006), the court found
that that type of tattoo
was relevant as to motive and intent to commit harassment. For
an in-depth discussion
of tattoo evidence as a
means of establishing
motive and intent, see
the appellate briefs to
the Court of Appeals in
People v. Slavin, supra4.
As with other types
of evidence, courts must
balance the probative
value of tattoo evidence
against its potential for
unfair prejudice to the
defendant. Thus, in People v. Suarez, 298 A.D.2d
218 (1st Dept. 2002), the
defendant argued that
the tattoo reflected in a
proffered
photograph
unduly prejudiced him
because jurors could recognize it as a symbol of
criminality. The court
denied Suarez’s request
on the ground that it
was speculative to assume the jurors would
so determine. In People
v. Herr, 203 A.D.2d 927
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Law Librarian Ink

—James Nastasi, Librarian with Kelley Drye & Warren LLP
and Jenna Wanamaker, Library Assistant with Paul Hastings
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1. As a librarian, I felt
some pressure to have
at least one in the “literary” column, hence
the So it goes from
Vonnegut’s Slaughterhouse 5. That’s on the
inside of my left forearm. Whenever I meet
someone who knows
the quote, there’ an
instant (nerdy) connection. Last week, a
bookstore clerk told me
it was her senior quote
under her high school
yearbook picture.
2. There’s the elephant
on the inside of my
right forearm, which
is in memory of my
Grandmother. She collected elephant statues, sculptures, & figurines. It was tough to
walk through her house
without stubbing your
toe on one or knocking
one off a shelf. It’s the
only one my Mom likes.
3. The phoenix is on
my left shoulder. It’s
my only color piece,
and probably the only
“impulse”
tattoo
I
have. I just loved the
drawing.
4. Jenna Wanamaker
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t the age of thirty-two, you would think that I’d have the majority of my life figured out
and a game plan set into action for my future endeavors. That is so far from the truth
and actuality of things, that I truly believe every adult I knew while growing up was
simply “winging it” and merely “getting by.” As I sit here, thinking of what I should divulge,
I’ve come to realize that I have more artwork on my body than that which hangs on the walls of
my apartment. While most of my friends have ventured off to travel the world, find their dream
career, or start a family, I have just now decided to go back to school, focus on a career, and still
not start a family.
The past thirty-two years have taught me much more than I could have imagined, much more
than I was prepared for, and a lot of things that I have tucked away, hoping to forget. I felt the
exhaustion that I only witnessed on my parents faces, I felt the heartache that one endures when
love fails, I began to understand what people meant when they said “life happens,” and I came
to find what agony and grief felt like when one bears a great loss. Thirty-two years in and I’m
still learning, I’m still unprepared, and yet I still eagerly await the next chapter.
Getting back to point, as you can imagine, I am often stopped by the usual stranger that questions my tattoo, or one of the fifteen. Sometimes I am condemned for my choice of body art with
a mere glance of a complete stranger, or see parents point at me, as to warn their children what not
to do to their own body. All of which make me scratch my head in the disbelief that we are living in the 21st century and the choice of decorating my skin is still as taboo as the Roe vs. Wade
case, or Rosa Parks’s defiance in 1955. One would think that we have come a long way in what
is deemed socially acceptable and what is not. Alas, that is far from the truth, as people are still
judged based on appearance, more so than their moral fiber, values, personality, or intelligence. I
find it disheartening that I am judged based on what is on or in my skin, rather than in my head.
Most employers don’t allow you to blatantly display your body art (i.e., piercings, tattoos and the like) in the office, so for the most part I have learned to hide behind sweaters and
long sleeve blouses. Yes, even in the summer months when the humidity is 110% and the temperature is above 90. So when I do venture out of the office, I am usually eager to shed as much
of my clothing as permitted, thus leaving me open to the often asked question of why I don’t
cover myself? To which I reply; “why don’t you?” I was never the one to hold her tongue and
often I offend, but if someone were to indirectly offend me, why am I not allowed to directly
offend them? Situations such as these leave me wanting to scream “I WAS COVERED UP!
ALL DAY,” but then they are only asking out of curiosity and ignorance, not spite. Of course
it’s uncomfortable; of course it’s aggravating, and yes, its discrimination. I do believe that just
because I choose to decorate my body with vibrant colors, does not make me less capable of
doing my job. It does not leave me incapable of social interaction. And it definitely does not
make me less of a human being.
I have decided to mark my body with reminders of crucial events that have made me the
woman I am today. With every obstacle conquered, another tattoo came. With every loss or
heartache, another tattoo came. And when an accomplishment occurred that I never expected to
achieve, another tattoo came. Before I knew it, I had a myriad of little reminders. My emotional
scars and greatest accomplishments became vibrant designs that have been captured forever.
Instead of digging through a box and searching for a photo or letter, I simply look in the mirror
and smile. I take pride in being the furthest from typical and relish in being utterly unique. g
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Why don’t you cover up? —Jenna Wanamaker
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alternatives and practices that would remedy those mistakes. In their program, the
speakers modeled their suggestions. For
example, the speakers suggested asking
students for interim feedback during the
semester. This enables students to communicate aspects of the class that are working
well for them, and it enables the instructor
to identify areas of improvement—while
the students may still benefit. The speakers modeled one strategy for soliciting
feedback by having the audience note three
things that worked about the presentation
and three things that could be improved.
LLAGNY member Sarah Valentine
joined two other Boulder Conference participants and summarized the work of the
Boulder Conference participants in the
workshop E2: The Boulder Statement:
Creating a Signature Pedagogy for Legal
Research Education. At the first Boulder
Conference, the participants developed the
Boulder Statement. The second Boulder
Conference participants began creating a
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he 2010 Annual Meeting in Denver,
Colorado, provided me with wonderful opportunities and experiences. This year I focused on developing my
pedagogical skills—I was inspired by my
participation in the Boulder Conference on
the Pedagogy of Legal Research, which I
attended just prior to the Annual Meeting.
LLAGNY’s travel grant supported my attendance at the Conference and the Annual
Meeting, and I am hoping to share some of
the things I learned.
The program D-5, Starting Off on the
Right Track: Avoiding Mistakes Common to
New (and Not-so-New) Instructors, was particularly useful. It addressed common mistakes made by new teachers and suggested

“Signature Pedagogy” for legal research instruction This is an ongoing process that we
are still discussing that will hopefully reflect
the values of the community of professional
librarians teaching legal research.
I spoke on program G-1: Navigating Your
Way to the Classroom with the goal of helping those who are hoping to propose new legal
research courses. My portion of the program
addressed considerations when preparing a
syllabus and generating teaching goals for
students. The G-1 program materials that are
available on the AALL2Go site convey the
information that I presented during the program. The program materials included even
greater detail than I was able to include in
my presentation, including a list of electron-
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—Margaret (Meg) Butler
Associate Director for Public Services
Georgia State University College of Law Library
edge I took away from the panel. If you are
an academic librarian interested in developing relationships with clinics, the suggestions offered would be helpful.
The program Extreme Makeover: PowerPoint Edition included a number of helpful
suggestions for those who use the program
when teaching or presenting information.
The presentation was especially useful
because the presenters—who tag-teamed
fluidly—showed example slides of ‘bad’
presentations and modified (‘improved’)
slides. The presenters also raised questions
for the audience, reminding that handouts
other than the slide show may be more effective for use in teaching than simply providing students with the slides. g
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ic resources that would help a new teacher
develop a new course. The other speakers
in the program described their own experiences in the classroom and
Ryan Harrington coordinated a helpful program about teaching legal research
in the context of law school clinics. The
speakers described the ways that a librarian can participate in a course management
system and addressed the complexities that
may arise when helping students who are
concerned about client confidentiality. One
speaker had been a student at a clinic, and
her contributions about the student experience, including the amount of time and the
number of clients that she assisted during
her clinical experience, added to the knowl-
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networking. I so enjoy getting together with
old friends and new friends at the various outings and functions that are available at the
conference. I also enjoy going to places that
I have been before. I truly enjoyed the city of
Denver and would love to return sometime in
the future. The State, Court, and County Law
Libraries SIS event was at a local brew pub,
and the West party was held at INVESCO
Field at Mile High, home of the NFL’s Denver
Broncos. Obviously, I might have gone to the
brew pub on my own, but I would have never
been able to see the stadium to the extent that
I did if not for the West party.
Now, lest you think that I did not attend any
of the education sessions I had better tell you
a little about the ones that I attended. Being
a court librarian I am primarily interested in
programs that deal with service to the public.
The Nassau County Supreme Court Library
is the designated public access law library in
Nassau County so naturally I wanted to see
what other libraries were doing to serve the
public. Two states in particular, California
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—Jean-Paul Vivian, Nassau County Supreme Court Law Library
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left for Denver on a Friday afternoon to attend the annual AALL conference. Usually
I don’t leave until Saturday but the flight
schedule would not have allowed me to arrive in time to attend the opening reception. It
didn’t take long for me to start meeting fellow
law librarians once I arrived in Denver. As I
waited for my shuttle van to my hotel I saw
Tom French from Syracuse University Law
School. Unfortunately for him I got the last
seat on that particular van. It was 11 PM local
time by the time I made it to my hotel, which
meant my body thought it was 1 AM, so I was
very tired and promptly went to sleep.
The next morning I awoke with a slight
headache and was told this could be a result
of altitude sickness. Nevertheless, I walked to
the convention center to register. Of course,
I ran into many of my acquaintances and re-

ceived suggestions on how to treat my possible
malady. After that I decided to explore the area
around the convention center.
While in Denver, I had the opportunity to see
some interesting sights. One of the places I visited was the Denver Firefighters Museum. Of
particular interest were the American LaFrance
Fire Trucks. These were older models and
had been manufactured in Elmira, New York,
where I once lived before moving to Long Island. Later, as I made it back to my hotel, I
was able to explore the pedestrian mall, where
I found a drug store to purchase some aspirin
to treat the aforementioned headache. After a
little rest it was time to go to the opening reception.
As usual, the reception was nice and I got
to see many people that I knew and others that
I didn’t know. I will freely admit that one of
things I enjoy most about the conference is the
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and Minnesota, seem to lead the way with innovative services. I was relieved to find that
New York is not so far behind, and we do provide much of the same services. Another session I attended dealt with managing union and/
or tenured employees, a topic relevant to me
since my library is a state operation. Frankly,
what I discovered in this session is that I feel
I am doing a pretty good job. Much of the
discussion dealt with trying to make employees, who don’t have a lot of room for career
advancement, feel relevant in their positions.
Some of the suggestions were ones that I have
already implemented. Overall, I was very
happy with the sessions that I attended.
I would recommend the AALL conference
to anyone who is able to go. The combination of networking, educational programs and
travel experiences makes it a very worthwhile
endeavor for a law librarian. g
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New Developments
In New York Case
Law Research

F

—Mikhail Koulikov, New York Law Institute

or any New York law librarian, the go-to
resource for questions and answers on any
aspect of New York legal research should
be William Manz’s justly award-winning Gibson’s New York Legal Research Guide, 3rd Edition (2004). And its Chapter VII, ‘Court Records
and Case Finders’ includes a succinct and to-thepoint explanation of the process for locating and
retrieving records and briefs filed in the New
York Court of Appeals and the Appellate Division
of the New York Supreme Court. This volume,
however, is a hard-bound monograph, and like
most other hard-bound monographs, became obsolete to a degree from the day it was published.
Manz his since authored a pair of updates – in
the February 2007 issue of the New York State
Bar Association Journal, and in the Summer 2007
Law Lines – but inevitably, both of those are now
outdated as well. The purpose of this guide, thus,
is to update Mr. Manz’s work, and to instruct the
New York legal and legal research community on
new developments in accessing the records and
briefs of the New York State court system.
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Electronic access
In terms of getting online access to either the
briefs or the record for a given case, very little has
changed since Manz’s most recent articles. The
Appellate Division’s Second Department (which
covers the ten counties of Richmond, Kings,
Queens, Nassau, Suffolk, Westchester, Dutchess,
Orange, Rockland, and Putnam) is the only court
that offers free electronic access to briefs through
a link on its website, http://www.nycourts.gov/
courts/ad2. A rudimentary search engine (protected by a CAPTCHA) allows retrieving specific briefs by case number (i.e. docket number)
and the names of the parties, though there is also

an option to search the full text of all available
briefs. The scope of the database is billed as covering 2004 to approximately six months before
the present date, but this is clearly out of date,
and briefs from at least as early as the mid-1990’s
can be located and retrieved. There is no way to
browse the contents of the database, and while
the results are presented in PDF format, they are
re-formatted from the originals, although there is
star pagination to allow for correct citing.
Westlaw’s “top-level” coverage of New York
briefs is in the NY-BRIEFS-ALL premium subscriber database, of which NY-COA-BRIEFS
(for the Court of Appeals) and NY-APP-BRIEF
(for the Supreme Court, Appellate Division) are
subsets. Its chronological scope spans from 1992
to the present (from 1995 to the present for Appellate Division briefs), although a note mentions
that select “earlier documents may be included
in this database,” without specifying either the
range or the criteria for inclusion. Even within the
scope, coverage is not wall-to-wall, so not every
case is included, and the case records are not available at all. The coverage on LexisNexis, in the
NYMTBR file, is even more limited, going back
only to 1998. While HeinOnline’s New York
Court of Appeals library’s scope note indicates a
1 NY3d start, the most recent list of the actual
titles contained in this library starts with record
and briefs filed in 96 NY3d 1 (2002), continuing
forward to essentially the present. Of course here,
as with the other HeinOnline libraries, the content
is composed of actual original page-images, with
all formatting and pagination preserved.
Microfiche and Print
What this means, then, is that digital versions
of New York records and briefs are only avail-

even what is there now represents a major new development in access to legal information in New
York State. It allows searchingbased on a number
of different criteria, including the case’s official
citation, party names, case number, and decision
date. Most importantly, full browsing functionality
is currently in development for the database. Full
browsing access is already available for several
years over the last decade, and when what appears
to be the first stage of this development is complete, users will be able to browse all records and
briefs filed between 1995 and 2007. The caveat,
of course, is that this is still an index – all it can
retrieve for a given case is a fiche ID number, and
the document itself must then be requested directly
from a library. And perhaps the bigger problem is
that here again, the database’s current stated scope
(“1st - 4th Departments 1984, 1988 - 2007; 1st,
2d, 3d Dept. 2008”) is essentially aspirational, and
there are numerous, entirely unpredictable gaps in
coverage. When a case falls within the scope of the
database, but is not included, the only way to get
the fiche ID number is to contact the New York
State Library. Of course, if a user is willing to incur a cost, all records and briefs can be retrieved
directly from the Appellate Division and trial-level
courts using a specialized legal research and document delivery service such as Docutrieval Information Services, http://docutrievalinfo.com/.
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New Developments
For years now, a user looking to gain access to
New York State court records and briefs was
necessarily limited to either immediate access to
whatever limited materials were available electronically, or more time-intensive methods of
retrieving records and briefs in book form, on
microfilm, or on microfiche. This, however, may
very soon change. Since the beginning of 2009,
the New York Law Institute and the New York
City Bar Association have been contributing a
significant portion of their New York State Records and Briefs collection to a major digitization
project being conducted by Google Books and the
Law Library Microform Consortium (LLMC).
The exact scope of this project is not yet clear, but
there is every indication that by some time next
year, a significant percentage of the records and
briefs filed in New York State courts in the 20th
century will be availablefreely available online. g
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able for those filed over the most two or so decades. More importantly, these materials, even
though notionally available in an electronic
format, may not necessarily be easy or costeffective to access. Therefore, physical, predigital formats remain important.
The New York State Library in Albany and the
various librariesof the individual Appellate Division departments and trial-level courts each maintain a collection of records and briefs. So do the
librariesof the New York City Bar Association, the
New York County Lawyers’ Association, and the
independent New York Law Institute The records
and briefs for cases until roughly the mid-1960’s
usually exist as actual bound volumes only. More
recent cases are on either microfilm or microfiche.
The scope of specific holdings is commonly indicated on library websites, such as http://www.nysl.
nysed.gov/recbrief.htm for the New York State Library and http://www.nycourts.gov/library/brooklyn/briefs.shtml for the Law Library of Brooklyn.
Generally, all that is needed to request access to
the briefs and record for a Court of Appeals case
is the case’s official (New York Reports) citation,
since they are usually arranged in sequential order by citation. Access to the same materials for
an Appellate Division case, on the other hand, is
much more complicated. Starting in 1984, these
have been distributed on microfiche only. A single
case can take up anywhere from one fiche card to
over twenty. However, rather than being filed by
official citation, the fiche are filed in sequential
order by the argument date, with each case being
issued a unique fiche ID number. Several libraries
still retain actual print indexes, with entries organized by both citation and party name, for cases
from 1984 to around 1992. Access to anything
more recent, though, requires using – and becoming a skilled user of – another database.
The main point of entry for access to all print
and other resources held by the libraries of the New
York State courts is the Uniform Court System Trial Court Law Libraries website, which launched
earlier this year at http://www.ucsils.nycourts.gov.
For the purposes of this article, the most important
part of the website is the Index to Appellate Division Records and Briefs, accessible either through
a link from that website, or through http://www.
olicm.nycourts.gov/Presto/home/Default.aspx.
The index is very much a work in progress, but
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					 Minutes of the 				
In attendance: Sadys Espitia, Mikhail Koulikov, 2. Treasurer’s Report
Jill Gray, Patricia Barbone, Caren Biberman,
Emily Moog, Nancy Rine and Ellen Kaufman Pauline Webster presented the treasurer’s report.
In attendance via teleconference: Jeff Buckley
and Rebecca Newton
Assets (As of June 23, 2010)
Cash – Checking		
$ 51,164.62
The meeting convened at approximately 6:07 pm. Transactions May 4, 2010 – June 23, 2010
See Table below.
* This amount may need to be adjusted by
$160 based on information from the bank.

1. Approval of Minutes

Motion to approve the minutes of May 3rd
with changes. Approve (Moog) Second (Biberman). Motion Approved.
3. Replacement Board Member
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Motion to approve the minutes of May 13th.
Approve (Barbone) Second (Biberman). Motion Approved.

Summer 2010

Description
Advertising
Bank Fee
Bank Interest
Education – Bridge the Gap
Election Fee
Membership
June Dinner(Thompson)
June Dinner(members)
June Dinner(Ritz Carlton)
Membership
Placement
Post Office Box
Scholarship (Lexis)
Totals

Motion to approve Victoria Szymczak as a replacement board member. Approve (Barbone)
Second (Biberman). Motion approved.

Income
1,500.00
0
0
1,500.00
0
285.00
10,000.00
9,080.00*
0
0
150.00
0
2,400.00
24,915.00

Expenses
0
5.02
0
633.99
125.80
0
0
0
33,950.56
0
0
0
0
34,715.37
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Fall Soiree &
New Members Reception
“Perhaps the two most valuable and satisfactory products of American
civilization are the librarian on the one hand and the cocktail in the other”
- Louis Stanley Jast
Please join us in welcoming our Newest Members
At
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Bubba Gump Shrimp Co- Times Square
1501 Broadway
bet Times Square and 43rd Street
(212) 391-7100
Tuesday, Oct 19th 2010
6:00 – 9:00 P.M.
Closest subway stop Times Square 42nd Street Train 1,2,3,7, N, Q, R
Enjoy passed Hors D‟Oeuvres and
OPEN BAR featuring a to-be -unveiled „LLAGNY Signature Drink‟
Sponsored by

Summer 2010

Please RSVP by October 15th 2010 to:
Tom Eikenbrod teikenbrod@shearman.com
* Please indicate if you are a new member
** Please travel light, there will be no coat check
LLAGNY members welcome at no charge
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